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Abstract

A key component in risk assessment of contaminated sites is the formulation of a conceptual site model (CSM). A CSM is a simplified representation of reality and forms the basis for the mathematical modelling of contaminant fate and transport at the site. The CSM should therefore identify the most important site-specific features and processes that may affect the contaminant transport behavior at the site. However, the development of a CSM will always be associated with uncertainties due to limited data and lack of understanding of the site conditions. CSM uncertainty is often found to be a major source of model error and it should therefore be accounted for when evaluating uncertainties in risk assessments. We present a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) approach for constructing CSMs and assessing their uncertainty at contaminated sites. BBNs are graphical probabilistic models that are effective for integrating quantitative and qualitative information, and thus can strengthen decisions when empirical data are lacking. The proposed BBN approach facilitates a systematic construction of multiple CSMs, and then determines the belief in each CSM using a variety of data types and/or expert opinion at different knowledge levels. The developed BBNs combine data from desktop studies and initial site investigations with expert opinion to assess which of the CSMs are more likely to reflect the actual site conditions. The method is demonstrated on a Danish field site, contaminated with chlorinated ethenes. Four different CSMs are developed by combining two contaminant source zone interpretations (presence or absence of a separate phase contamination) and two geological interpretations (fractured or unfractured clay till). The beliefs in each of the CSMs are assessed sequentially based on data from three investigation stages (a screening investigation, a more detailed investigation, and an expert consultation) to demonstrate that the belief can be updated as more information becomes available.
Keywords: Bayesian belief networks, contaminated sites, conceptual models, conceptual uncertainty, screening level.
1 Introduction

The conceptual site model (CSM) is essential to many aspects of contaminated site management including: risk assessment [Suter, 1999; Trolldborg, 2010]; as the basis for groundwater models [Neuman and Wierenga, 2003]; in the modelling of contaminant transport [McMahon et al., 1999]; for sampling design [US EPA, 1996]; and/or for identifying natural attenuation [Bjerg et al., 2011]. According to the US EPA [1996] a CSM can be defined as “a three-dimensional picture of site conditions that illustrates contaminant distributions, release mechanisms, exposure pathways and migration routes, and potential receptors. The CSM documents current site conditions and is supported by maps, cross sections, and site diagrams that illustrate human and environmental exposure through contaminant release and migration to potential receptors”. A key aspect of developing a CSM is that it is an iterative process that should evolve in complexity as more data are collected [ASTM Standard E1689, 2008]. The CSM can be seen as a hypothesis for how a site operates and can be continuously tested as new data are collected. In standard statistics any hypothesis needs at least one alternative (i.e. H0 and H1), where in Bayesian hypothesis testing you must have at least one, but can have many alternatives.

The development of CSMs is challenging and will always be associated with uncertainty due to lack of data and understanding of the site conditions, but also due to the simplifications introduced to describe complex phenomena such as heterogeneous geology, hydrogeology, contaminant source distribution and transformation processes.

Abbreviations

To help overcome some of the challenges, many excellent guidelines for setting up CSMs have been constructed [ASTM Standard E1689, 2008; ASTM Standard E2531, 2009; McMahon et al., 1999; Neuman and Wierenga, 2003; Suter, 1999; US EPA, 1996; US EPA, 2002]. Regardless of the choice of guidelines and purpose of the study, modelers will eventually have to choose which features and processes (geological, chemical, hydraulic, etc.) to include, and how to represent and simplify these. In many cases, the CSM will therefore be based on the modelers’ subjective belief and perception of how a specific site “operates”, where the modeler relies not only on the available data, but also on past experiences from similar sites. Uncertainty is therefore an inherent part of creating a CSM. The uncertainty concerning the CSM addressed within this paper will be referred to as conceptual uncertainty.

Conceptual uncertainty is a well described phenomenon [Beven, 2009; Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1992; Refsgaard et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2003], which is often found to be a major source of uncertainty and must therefore be considered [Bredehoeft, 2005; Harrar et al., 2007; Højberg and Refsgaard, 2005; Trolldborg et al., 2007]. The challenge of quantifying conceptual uncertainty has been discussed in the literature and many methods have been proposed. One of the most frequently applied methods is to use multiple CSMs to represent the uncertain settings at the site [e.g. Foglia et al., 2007; Georgakakos et al., 2004; James and Oldenburg, 1997; Li and Tsai, 2009; Neuman, 2003; Poeter and Anderson, 2005; Rojas et al., 2008; Tebaldi et al., 2005; Trolldborg et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2005]. Most studies using the multi-model approach are also concerned with investigating how well the different models represent the system behavior. It is, for example, common to use Bayesian model averaging (BMA) [Hoeting et al., 1999] to aggregate the output from competing models [Li and Tsai, 2009; Neuman, 2003; Rojas et al., 2008; Trolldborg et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2010]. In BMA the predictions from alternative (conceptual) models are combined using weights that reflect each model’s relative ability to reproduce the system behavior. Usually, these weights
are determined by evaluating how well the different models match the available data of the predictive variable(s) (e.g. hydraulic head and/or concentration measurements) using a predefined likelihood function and Bayes’ theorem [e.g. Ye et al., 2010]. If such data are not available, the weights/beliefs must be assigned subjectively. Even if data are available, it is still necessary to assign (subjective) prior beliefs to the different models in order to apply Bayes’ rule for determining the posterior model probabilities (although the Maximum Likelihood BMA approach proposed by Neuman [2003] can be applied without prior beliefs). The subjective specification of (prior) model beliefs is often based on a no preference assumption where all models are assigned equal probabilities [e.g. Rojas et al., 2008; Troldborg et al., 2010] but is, as noted by Ye et al. [2008] and Singh et al. [2008], ideally based on expert elicitation.

Here we explore how Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) (also known as Belief Networks, Causal Probabilistic Networks or Knowledge Maps) can be used to facilitate the construction of multiple CSMs and determine the belief in each of them from sparse data and expert opinion. BBNs are graphical probabilistic models that represent system variables and their conditional relationships as nodes and linkages in an influence diagram. The relationships between variables are defined by conditional probability distributions, and BBNs can therefore account for uncertainty in model predictions explicitly [Korb and Nicholson, 2003]. The graphical representation helps to visualize and structure the relevant system components. BBNs have proven effective for aggregating data (quantitative information) and expert opinions (qualitative information), and they thus have the ability to strengthen decisions when empirical data are lacking. BBNs provide both diagnostic and predictive capabilities and allow for updating the probability distributions with new evidence when such become available.

BBNs have previously been used in the assessment of contaminated sites and groundwater quality. Examples include e.g.: (1) evaluating reductive dechlorination at TCE (trichloroethylene)
contaminated sites [Stiber et al., 1999; Stiber et al., 2004], (2) public participation and stakeholder engagement in integrated management of groundwater contamination [Farmani et al., 2009; Farmani et al., 2012; Henriksen et al., 2007b; Henriksen et al., 2007a; Henriksen and Barlebo, 2008], (3) forecasting groundwater pollution levels [Shihab, 2008; Shihab and Chalabi, 2007], (4) assessing and mapping groundwater quality [Aguilera et al., 2013], and (5) detecting contaminant leakage from landfills [Small, 1997]. BBNs have also been applied to a wide range of other problems within the field of hydrology and water management. For example, Chan et al. [2010] used a BBN for assisting catchment-based water resources management, Wang et al. [2009] developed a BBN for assessing and managing farm irrigation systems, while Fienen et al. [2013] used a BBN with a numerical groundwater model to study the response of groundwater to sea level rise.

The overall aim of this paper is to examine the potential of using a BBN methodology to firstly facilitate the systematic construction of multiple CSMs, and secondly for assessing the uncertainty and assigning weights (beliefs) to each of the created CSMs. To do this, we demonstrate the proposed BBN methodology on a study site where a spill of PCE (Tetrachloroethylene) and TCE occurred in the 1970s. At this site, two specific conceptual issues, both key to risk assessment, are considered. The first is the presence of a DNAPL (Dense Non Aqueous Phase Liquid) [ITRC, 2013] and consequently the long term persistence of a secondary source [Parker et al., 2008]. The second element concerns the presence or absence of fractures in the clay till. The long term persistence of a DNAPL source is exacerbated in low permeability geological features [Hadley and Newell, 2012] or dual porosity geological media [Chambon et al., 2011]. Clay tills are common in northern Europe and parts of North America [Christiansen et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2008] and can lead to a complex system of preferential flow paths (e.g. fractures or sand lenses) in a low permeability matrix [Damgaard et al., 2013a; Damgaard et al., 2013b; Gerber et al., 2001; Hendry et al., 2004;
Capturing a correct conceptual understanding of such sites is crucial in risk assessment and management where predictions of contaminant breakthrough, leaching time and remedial options are required. Due to the uncertainty in the conceptual understanding of the above issues at the study site, four different CSMs were formulated and implemented into a BBN. Using the BBN, the beliefs in each of the CSMs are assessed. At the study site, a screening investigation [ASTM Standard E1739 - 95(2010)e1, 2010; Danish EPA, 2002; UK Environment Agency, 2004] is followed by a more detailed investigation and an expert consultation, and this information is used with the BBN in three stages to demonstrate how the beliefs can be updated as more information becomes available.

2 Bayesian belief networks

BBNs are graphical probabilistic models with the strength that causal relations are formulated as conditional probabilities. BBNs consist of a qualitative and a quantitative component. The qualitative component is a directed acyclic graph in which nodes and directed links represent system variables and their conditional relationships. If there is a directed link from node A to node B, node A is called the parent and B is the child (Figure 1). The quantitative component is a set of probability distributions that quantifies the strength of the conditional relations between variables. BBNs usually operate with discrete probabilities. Each node or variable in a Bayesian network is therefore assigned a finite set of state values, where each state is associated with a probability. For any child node (B) with parents (A₁,......,Aₙ), there exists a conditional probability table (CPT) \( P(B|A₁,......,Aₙ) \), as illustrated in Figure 1 [Nielsen and Jensen, 2007].

A major advantage of BBNs is that they allow inference based on observations. Probabilistic inference, also called belief updating, is simply the task of computing the posterior probability distribution of the BBN given the evidence, i.e. given the observed value of some variable(s) in the
network. The information flow in a BBN is both in the causative direction (from A to B, i.e. reasoning from new observations of causes, to new beliefs about the effects) and the diagnostic direction (from B to A, i.e. reasoning from observed effects to updated beliefs about causes). This property is useful because when we have evidence about the state of a given node, this evidence can be used to make inference about the states of connected nodes. The state of a node is determined either by providing evidence, or by making an inference about the node based on any evidence provided for the connected nodes [Nielsen and Jensen, 2007].

To illustrate how the BBN method works, two example calculations are presented, see Figure 1. For both examples, the overall network construction is the same, i.e. the CPT for the child node (B) is the same (see Figure 1), but different states are specified for the parent nodes. In example 1, node $A_1$ and node $A_2$ are known (i.e. 100 % probability) to be in state 1 and state 4, respectively.

Propagating this through to the child node (B), the resulting probability of B being in state 5 and state 6 becomes 10 % and 90 %, respectively, as shown directly in the CPT. Example 2 shows the same calculation when the states of the parent nodes are uncertain, in which case the resulting probability of B is found by marginalizing over nodes $A_1$ and $A_2$. Thus, the probability of B being in state 5 is then:

$$P(B = \text{state5}) = P(B = \text{state5}|A_1 = \text{state1}, A_2 = \text{state3})P(A_1 = \text{state1})P(A_2 = \text{state3}) + P(B = \text{state5}|A_1 = \text{state2}, A_2 = \text{state3})P(A_1 = \text{state2})P(A_2 = \text{state3}) + P(B = \text{state5}|A_1 = \text{state1}, A_2 = \text{state4})P(A_1 = \text{state1})P(A_2 = \text{state4}) + P(B = \text{state5}|A_1 = \text{state2}, A_2 = \text{state4})P(A_1 = \text{state2})P(A_2 = \text{state4})$$

$$= 0.6 \times 0.4 \times 0.1 + 0.3 \times 0.6 \times 0.1 + 0.1 \times 0.4 \times 0.9 + 0.45 \times 0.6 \times 0.9 = 0.321$$

In the present work, the BBNs are built using the Netica™ software [Norsys Software Corp., 2014].
Figure 1 Two example calculations using a Bayesian belief network. The probabilities are in %.

3 Study site

A study site located on Zealand in Denmark is used to demonstrate how the BBN methodology can be applied to address conceptual model uncertainties. During the 1970s the site was used to store chemicals and a spill occurred at the terrain surface and migrated into the underlying soil. The spill consisted of chlorinated solvents, mainly PCE and TCE. The site is located in an area where the geology is dominated by clay till settings.

3.1 Available data

We have deliberately not chosen a research study site, because we want to demonstrate that our method can be applied in practice. The study site is managed by the regional authority (The Capital Region of Denmark) and the data is typical for a site in that context. This means that the method
must be robust enough to deal with cases where there is relatively poor data such as in a screening investigation. Also, since the aim of this paper is the presentation of the BBN method for constructing conceptual models, we only present an outline of some of the data available and not the details of sampling methods and chemical analysis. We first present the data collected during the screening investigation, and then proceed to describe additional data obtained in a detailed investigation and from an expert consultation. We do this because the available information will later be used sequentially to demonstrate how the beliefs in the different CSMs can be updated when new data becomes available.

### 3.1.1 Data from the screening investigation

The screening investigation included a desktop investigation and a field campaign. The details of the inventory are specified in Table 1 and the results of the sampling and chemical analysis are shown in
Table 2.
Table 1 Screening investigation inventory [Hedeselskabet, 2005]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Information/Reference</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultant’s report and personal communication</td>
<td>Spill history [Hedeselskabet, 2005]</td>
<td>The consultant’s report documents the screening investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological maps and maps of the groundwater potential</td>
<td>Geological stratum [Hovedstadsrådet, 1980]</td>
<td>The hydrogeological maps are regional, i.e. not site specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater potential [Rambøll, 1999]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shallow boreholes (B1, B2, and B3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Geological profiles (cross sections) [Hedeselskabet, 2005]</td>
<td>Shallow: Boreholes that do not reach the sandy layer. Locations see Figure 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Redox boundary [Hedeselskabet, 2005]</td>
<td>Indicated on the geological profiles Figure 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil samples</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PID¹ measurements [Hedeselskabet, 2005]</td>
<td>PID in a soil sample every 0.5 m. Locations: see Figure 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water samples</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aqueous concentration [Hedeselskabet, 2005]</td>
<td>One sample per borehole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ PID: Photoionization detector for measuring volatile organic compounds, such as chlorinated hydrocarbons or aromatics.

Figure 2 Left: Map of the screening investigation area. The transect indicates the location of the geological cross section (presented in Figure 4). Right: Zoom on the MIP (membrane interface probe) soundings that were conducted as part of the detailed investigations described in Section 3.1.2 (note that not all MIP soundings are shown here, e.g. sounding D4 was located between D5 and D6 west of the frame) [Orbicon A/S, 2007].
Table 2 Results from the chemical analysis of soil and water samples from the two field campaigns. The numbers in bold are used in Section 5.1 to update the BBNs [Hedeselskabet, 2005; Orbicon A/S 2007].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Sample depth (m.b.s.(^5))</th>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>PCE(^1)</th>
<th>TCE(^2)</th>
<th>DCE(^3)</th>
<th>VC(^4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screening investigation</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>Aqueous concentration (µg/l)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>Aqueous concentration (µg/l)</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>Aqueous concentration (µg/l)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed investigation</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Soil concentration (mg/kg)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)PCE: Tetrachloroethylene \(^2\)TCE: Trichloroethylene, \(^3\)cDCE: cis-dichloroethylene, \(^4\)VC; Vinyl chloride. \(^5\)m.b.s.: meters below surface.

3.1.2 Data from the detailed site investigation

The initial site investigation suggested that the site could pose a risk to groundwater resources, so to improve the risk assessment, additional data were collected in a detailed site investigation [Orbicon A/S, 2007].

During this investigation, membrane interface probe (MIP) soundings were conducted and extra soil samples were collected. The MIP measures volatile organic carbon components and provides its response in µV. The results are semi-quantitative, meaning that the method does not provide absolute proof of the presence of DNAPL, but if MIP data is compared with concentration measurements it can give a strong indication of the presence or absence of DNAPL. MIP soundings have a high resolution and the method is relatively fast and cheap, and so it is commonly used to delineate DNAPL sources. An example of a response graph from a MIP sounding is presented in Figure 3. The location of the soundings can be seen in Figure 2, and the results of the sampling are shown in Table 2. The soil samples were collected at the depths where peaks in the MIP soundings were observed.
3.1.3 Data from expert consultation

BBNs can also include expert opinion (on processes, etc.) as a supplement to available data. The use of this type of expert knowledge differs from that used in the CPTs by the fact that it is case-specific, i.e. an expert is consulted on the matter of the case, and not on an indicator of a more general process. Here, an expert on the geology of the area was consulted to help characterize the type of clay till. Based on an exchange of the data from Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, and personal communication, the expert found it most likely that the clay till at the site was a basal till type B, but suggested the till could also be a glacitectonite. This was reflected in the belief probabilities assigned by the expert to basal till type B and glacitectonite of 80% and 20%, respectively (see Section 4.3 for more information). The expert assessment was uncertain about the structure and fabric of the till.

**Figure 3** An example of a MIP sounding, reproduced from D8, see location on Figure 2 (m.b.s.: meters below surface).
3.2 Formulation of conceptual site models

Considerable uncertainty was found to exist regarding both the conceptual understanding of the source zone and the geological settings. It was decided to reflect this uncertainty by formulating multiple CSMs, all of which were considered to be plausible representations of the site settings. Four simple CSMs have been developed for the site by combining two conceptual representations of the source zone with two representations of the clay till, as illustrated in Figure 6. The formulation of these is described in the following.

3.2.1 Conceptual representations of the source zone

It is believed that the contaminant spill occurred in the 1970s at the ground surface due to leakage of above ground storage tanks and consisted of PCE and TCE. The results from the aqueous samples (Table 2) show that borehole B2 is contaminated and the available PID measurements suggest that the vertical extent of the contaminant spreading extends over the full depth of the clay till. The chlorinated solvents have thus migrated from the surface into the clay till and are a secondary source threatening the underlying aquifer (Figure 4), similar to the conditions described in Chambon et al. [2011].

For this particular study site, an important consideration for the conceptualization of the source zone is whether a DNAPL phase could be present, because the presence of DNAPL means that the source strength and life time are significantly increased compared to a dissolved source. Based on the chemical analyses (Table 2) it is not possible to say whether the source consists of DNAPL or dissolved phase contaminant. It is likely that the spill initially migrated into the till as DNAPL, but this too is uncertain. To reflect this uncertainty, two conceptual source zone models have been formulated: one which assumes that DNAPL is present in the source zone (N) and one which assumes that the contamination only exists in a dissolved state in the source zone (D).
3.2.2 Conceptual representations of the clay till

The maps of the hydrogeology suggest that the site is located in an area where 15 m of clay till is underlain by a thin sandy aquifer (approx. 0.5 m). The hydrogeology of clay tills is often difficult to characterize due to the potential presence of fractures and/or sand lenses, which can create a complex network of preferential flow paths through the clay till [Gerber et al., 2001; Hendry et al., 2004; Kessler et al., 2013]. Migration of DNAPL into clay tills is only possible if the till is fractured [O'Hara et al., 2000]. The clay till can therefore act either as a barrier and prevent migration of the DNAPL into the sandy aquifer, or if the clay till is fractured and these fractures extend through the entire thickness of the clay, DNAPL could migrate through the till and into the sandy aquifer [O'Hara et al., 2000; Slough et al., 1999]. The second element of conceptual uncertainty included here is therefore to determine the presence of fully penetrating fractures in the clay till defined through two conceptual geological models: one fractured (F) and one unfractured (U).
3.2.3 Combining the two sources of conceptual uncertainty

Both of the uncertain conceptual elements can be in one of two states, and by combining these, four different CSMs can be created as illustrated in Figure 5. The four different CSMs then become: (1) Unfractured and Dissolved (UD); (2) Fractured and Dissolved (FD); (3) Unfractured and DNAPL (UN); and (4) Fractured and DNAPL (FN). This is a modular approach where the uncertainty is broken into manageable quantities much like in a fault tree analysis; see e.g. de Barros et al. [2011] and the work by Freeze et al. [1992]. A similar combinatorial design approach for developing candidate models has previously been presented (see e.g. Li and Tsai [2009], Rojas et al. [2008], Sohn et al. [2000], Troldborg et al. [2010]) and also forms the basis in hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (see e.g. Chitsazan and Tsai [2015], Elshall and Tsai [2014], Li and Tsai [2009], Rojas [2009]).
et al. [2008], Sohn et al. [2000], Trolldborg et al. [2010]). However, unlike these studies, our BBN approach requires neither numerical simulations nor the specification of formal likelihood functions, only the formulation of CPTs.

![Conceptual uncertainty elements and their combinations](image)

**Figure 5** The two elements of conceptual uncertainty and their four combinations. F fractured, U unfractured, DNAPL and D dissolved.

## 4 Development of the Bayesian belief networks

In this section we develop a BBN consisting of three smaller networks; one for each of the two elements of conceptual uncertainty and one that combines their output. We present the smaller networks individually. The CPTs for each of the child nodes can be found in the Supporting Information.
4.1 The combining network

Figure 6 shows the core of the developed BBN, which is where the weights (beliefs) from the different elements of conceptual uncertainty are propagated and combined to assess the belief in each of the formulated CSMs.

The central node is the “Conceptual site models” node, which in this specific case determines the weights of the four CSMs described in Section 3.2.3. The parent nodes are the two elements of conceptual uncertainty: the source phase and the fracturing of the clay till. The CPT for the “Conceptual site models” node is also provided in Figure 6 and shows the probability of the different CSMs given each possible combination of the states of the parent nodes. Other elements of conceptual uncertainty could be accounted for by adding additional parent nodes to the central “Conceptual site models” node. For example, the occurrence of reductive dechlorination could be added as another parent node (e.g. with states ‘Occurring’ and ‘Not occurring’, as suggested in Stiber et al. [1999], in which case the central node would then consider a total of eight CSMs and the number of rows in the resulting CPT would be twice as many.

In this paper, the specific assessments of both the source phase and the clay till are based on a number of variables and indicators, the details of which are presented in the following.
Figure 6 Left: The conditional probability table (CPT) for the conceptual site models node. Right: The combining network.

4.2 The source phase network

The network for assessing the presence or absence of DNAPL in the source is shown in Figure 7 and consists of 15 nodes and 14 links. The functionality of each node is described in Table 3. The network and the CPTs are mainly developed and populated on the basis of the information contained in Jørgensen et al. [2010], Janniche et al. [2013] and ITRC [2013]. Jørgensen et al. [2010] investigated the international literature on DNAPL sources and adapted it to Danish conditions. They also provide conceptual models and guidelines for estimating the presence and amounts of DNAPL. Janniche et al. [2013] extended this work and described field investigation methods and their documentation. Their work also contains information from field studies conducted in Danish clay tills. The ITRC [2013] discusses general scientific approaches to characterize sites contaminated with DNAPLs and can be used as a guideline if location-specific information is not available.

The “Source phase” node is the central node in this network and has three states: ‘DNAPL (N)’, ‘Dissolved (D)’ and ‘No test’. The parent nodes are indicators of the presence or absence of a separate phase, and their inputs determine the state of the “Source phase” node. The inputs are user-
specified and based on a site investigation. The indicators included are: DNAPL observation, concentration (aqueous, pore air, soil (i.e. PCE and TCE)), MIP and three different tests for the occurrence of DNAPL (Sudan IV, FLUTE™, LIF/dye LIF; see Table 3 for an explanation of the abbreviations). Table 3 summarizes how these indicators are used to inform whether DNAPL is present or not. A detailed description of all the indicators and their CPTs are presented in the supporting information. The CPT for the “Source phase” node has generally been specified in such a way that the presence of DNAPL is considered increasingly likely as more of the indicators nodes are suggesting that NAPL is present. However, the strength of the different indicator nodes differs, which has been reflected in the CPT. For example, if presence of DNAPL is suggested by either the “NAPL observation” node (i.e. the state is 100% observed) or any of the Tests nodes (i.e. the state is 100% positive), then it is considered absolutely certain that DNAPL is actually present in the source zone (i.e. the source phase node is 100% in state NAPL) regardless of what the outcomes of the other indicators are. The presence of a separate phase can also be indicated through the measured concentration levels in samples of soil, pore water and/or pore air. To what extent the measured concentrations indicate presence of NAPL has been assessed here by comparing the concentrations to published guideline values and rules-of-thumb [Jørgensen et al., 2010; Janniche et al., 2013; ITRC, 2013; US EPA, 1994]. Water samples are compared to the effective aqueous solubility, which has been calculated based on Raoult’s law (e.g., US EPA [1992]) and by considering the effect of the presence of all the compounds in Table 2. For water samples, a commonly employed rule-of-thumb states that if concentrations of a (D)NAPL-related compound are greater than 1% of the effective solubility, then (D)NAPL phase is probably present at the site [Bedient et al., 1999; ITRC, 2013; Pankow and Cherry, 1996]. Here, we assume that contaminant concentrations in water samples between 1-10 % of the compound’s effective solubility give some indication of the presence of DNAPL (belief of 65 %), while concentrations above 10% of the
effective solubility give stronger evidence of DNAPL being present (belief of 95%). If the concentration is less than 1% of the effective solubility, the presence of a separate phase contaminant is still possible.

For the soil samples node we have focused on PCE and TCE, since only these two compounds are covered in Janniche et al. [2013] and Jørgensen et al. [2010]. According to these two studies, soil samples with concentrations between 36.8-368 mg PCE/kg and 121-1218 mg TCE/kg give some indication of the presence of DNAPL, while concentrations above these intervals strongly indicate presence of DNAPL. These guideline values for soil samples are lower than those presented in ITRC [2013], where it is suggested that DNAPL chemical concentrations greater than 10,000 mg/kg indicate the presence of DNAPL. We use here the values from Janniche et al. [2013] because they are based on experience from a location with a geology similar to our study site.

It is assumed that concentrations in pore air in the range of 100-1000 ppm. make occurrence of DNAPL likely, while concentrations above this interval are assumed to strongly indicate DNAPL, in accordance with the guideline values presented in US EPA [1994] and Janniche et al. [2013], and have thus been used here to populate the CPT for the pore air samples node (see Table 3). However, because a large proportion of the contamination may have disappeared from the unsaturated zone due to evaporation, high concentrations may still remain in the saturated zone. Low concentrations in pore air samples are therefore assumed not to exclude the presence of a separate phase in the saturated zone.

It should be noted that because this network has been designed for sites with limited data availability, the CPTs here have been specified to account for the fact that the field sampling could have missed an area of DNAPL. For example, soil samples are typically very location-specific and may thus easily miss hotspots in the source zone. Therefore, even if all the data suggest that there is
no DNAPL at the site (e.g. measured concentration levels are low), it is still considered possible that DNAPL could be present. The BBN for the assessment of the source phase could be extended to account for the number and the quality of the available data at the site to give an assessment of the strength of the field campaign.

It should also be noted that all indicator nodes have a state that negates the presence of the indicator, e.g. no test or no sample. These states ensure that if there is no information for the specific indicator, then the conditional probabilities of that indicator will not propagate through the network, effectively meaning that unobserved indicator nodes are removed from the network. This approach was developed as part of this paper and essentially corresponds to operating with an adaptive BBN structure that uses or neglects certain nodes, depending on whether there is evidence entered or not. An alternative and more traditional way of dealing with nodes where no information exists is to assign equal weights or some other prior probability distribution to the unobserved states and carry out marginalization. However, specifying suitable and justifiable prior distributions to unobserved nodes is challenging. Also, if this approach is taken, the probabilities of the indicators that are not investigated will influence the state of the “Source phase” node, which should only be affected by the state of the indicators for which we have evidence. For example, if information is only available for the samples nodes, then assigning equal weights to all the other indicators (the state of the observations, MIP and tests nodes) will pull the probability of the “Source phase” node towards an equal distribution, rather than relying on the information obtained from the samples. In addition, specifying equal weights implies that we have an expectation of equally likely outcomes, i.e. at investigations of contaminated sites there is a 50-50 chance of encountering a separate phase vs. not finding it, and this information is not available. By introducing the ‘no evidence’ state as a dummy value, we avoid having to specify prior distributions to unobserved nodes.
Figure 7. Bayesian belief network for assessing the phase of a TCE and PCE source.
Table 3 Descriptions of the indicator nodes in the source phase network and how evidence from the screening level investigation is employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Evidence (From screening investigation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNAPL observation</td>
<td>If DNAPL is observed, the Source phase node will be in the state DNAPL regardless of the states of all other indicator nodes.</td>
<td>Not observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration (aqueous)</td>
<td>The aqueous concentration is compared to the effective solubility(^1) of the individual compounds (PCE; TCE, DCE and VC). Concentrations less than 1 % of the solubility do not indicate presence of DNAPL, and concentrations greater than 10 % of the solubility give a strong indication that DNAPL is present ([Janniche et al., 2013, Jørgensen et al., 2010]).</td>
<td>The TCE concentration in B2 (1.2 mg/l) was above 1 % (0.3 mg/l) of the effective solubility (31 mg/l).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE and TCE concentration (Soil)</td>
<td>For PCE a concentration of 368 mg/kg and for TCE a concentration of 1218 mg/kg strongly indicates the presence of DNAPL ([Janniche et al., 2013]). Concentrations from 36.8-368 mg/kg for PCE and from 121-1218 mg/kg for TCE suggest the presence of DNAPL. Concentrations below 36.8 mg/kg and 121 mg/kg do not indicate the presence of DNAPL, but can also not reject it.</td>
<td>PCE was 3.6 mg/kg and TCE was 4.8 mg/kg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration (Air)</td>
<td>If the concentration in the air is less than 100 ppm, there is little chance of DNAPL; if it is between 100-1000 ppm, it indicates the presence of DNAPL; if it is greater than 1000 ppm, the presence of DNAPL is highly likely ([Janniche et al., 2013]).</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP(^2)</td>
<td>MIP(^{TM}) soundings provide in situ measurements of volatile organic carbon components and are ideal for rapidly screening an area for the presence of DNAPL, but do not provide actual concentration measurements. MIP is therefore best when it can be compared to actual concentration measurements ([ITRC, 2013; Jørgensen et al., 2010]).</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan IV, FLUTE(^{TM,3}), LIF/dye LIF(^4)</td>
<td>Methods that prove the presence of DNAPL. If they are positive, DNAPL is present. If they are negative DNAPL could still be found elsewhere ([ITRC, 2013]). If there is no test information, then the indicator has no influence on the state of the TCE source phase node.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                               | - Sudan IV: Hydrophobic dye test that shows the presence of DNAPL in soil samples \([ITRC, 2013]\).  
- FLUTE\(^2\) Liner: A ribbon NAPL sampler method that pinpoints DNAPL locations in boreholes where DNAPL is expected \([ITRC, 2013]\).  
- LIF\(^3\)/dye LIF: A direct push sounding with an energy source that activates the fluorinating DNAPL compound and measures the response. |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
4.3 The network for determining fractures in the clay till

Figure 8 shows the BBN for assessing whether or not fractures are present in the clay till. This BBN consists of 10 nodes and 9 links. The central node of this BBN is the “Clay till” node, which has been assigned three states: fractured (F), unfractured (U) and No evidence. Here, we are interested in investigating if fractures that penetrate the entire clay till profile are present, because such fractures lead to the greatest risk of contaminating the underlying aquifer. The state of the Clay till node is inferred from the following six indicator nodes (Table 4): Drainage conditions, Redox boundary, Poly-morphological type, Thickness of till, Till types and Observed fracture. These indicators provide information about fractures in the clay till and are primarily based on the work presented in Klint, [2001], Klint [2014] and Klint et al. [2013]. The individual indicator nodes are briefly described in the following. More information on the different nodes as well as their associated CPTs can be found in the Supporting Information.

The “Potential development of fractures 1” node describes the potential for occurrence and distribution of fractures based on the type of clay till. The till types have here been classified based on the simple system developed by Klint [2001], in which tills are divided into: i) basal till type A and type B, ii) glaciotectonites, iii) melt-out tills, iv) flow tills, and v) drop tills. This classification system takes into account the distribution of fractures within the tills and is mainly based on directional elements embedded in the matrix and internal deformation structures such as faults, fractures and folds [Klint et al., 2013]. For each of these till types, Klint et al. [2013] provide a description of their physical characteristics, as well as an expert assessment of their geological
heterogeneity, and this information has been used here to inform the CPT for the “Potential development of fractures 1” node.

The node “Potential development of fractures 2” combines till thickness with the poly-morphological landform type. According to Klint et al. [2013], tills that are greater than 15 meters in thickness are generally not fractured, while tills of between 10-15 m thickness are occasionally fractured through the entire till cover. Clay tills of less than 10 meters in thickness have medium to high probability of fractures, but this depends greatly on the poly-morphological type [Klint et al., 2013]. The classification of poly-morphology types is based on the work by Klint et al. [2013]. This classification was developed to describe glacial land system areas, where two or more glacial landforms are superimposed. The different poly-morphological types therefore refer to areas in glacial terrains that are potentially unique in geological heterogeneity, especially in terms of the distribution of fractures and sand lenses in tills. Ten poly-morphological types are defined and mapped for the island of Zealand, Denmark in Klint et al. [2013]. The different types are given in Figure 8 and summarized in Table 4. For each of these poly-morphological types, Klint et al. [2013] present an expert judgment of the potential degree of geological heterogeneity (primarily fracturing) in clay tills of up to 10 m in thickness, and this information has been used here to populate the CPT for the “Potential development of fractures 2” node.

The last indicator node, “Potential development of fractures 3”, summarizes the effect of the indicator nodes “Drainage conditions” and “Redox boundary”. The CPT for the “Potential development of fractures 3” node generally reflects that the size and intensity of fractures in well drained tills (tills that overlay permeable deposits) are greater than in poorly drained tills (tills that overlay deposits with a low permeability) [Evans et al., 2006; Klint et al., 2013] and that the density of fractures decreases in till units below the redox boundary [Hendry, 1982; Jørgensen et al., 2003; Klint et al., 2013]. The CPT has been designed in such way that for the case where both variables
(Drainage conditions and Redox boundary) indicate fractures, the belief of the occurrence of fractures has been set to 1, while the case where both variables indicate no fractures, a belief of the occurrence of fractures of 0.1 rather than 0 has been specified. The reason is that, while the combination of a ‘well-drained till’ and ‘till is above the redox boundary’ will lead to fractures, the opposite is not true since other factors such as depositional history, etc. can lead to the development of fractures.

Figure 8. Bayesian belief network for the occurrence of fractures in clay till.
Table 4. Descriptions of the indicator nodes in the fractures network and the screening investigation data that is relevant for each node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Till types</td>
<td>The till type is an indicator of the presence and intensity of fractures. “The classification of clay tills is primarily based on directional elements embedded in the matrix such as clast fabric, scour marks on clasts, and internal deformation structures such as faults, fractures and folds” [Klint et al., 2013].</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly-morphological type</td>
<td>Poly-morphological types are areas defined in terms of fractures and sand lens distributions in glacial terrain. Ten poly-morphological types are mapped for the island of Zealand, Denmark and presented in Klint et al. [2013]. The poly-morphological units that form the ten poly-morphological types are: M: Undulating till plain D: Hummocky moraine S: Outwash plain R: marginal moraine K: Basement limestone L: Basement marine clay</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of till</td>
<td>The thickness of the till is defined as the depth to the uppermost aquifer. Tills that are greater than 15 m are generally not fractured, tills between 10-15 m are occasionally fractured, and tills of less than 10 m have medium to high probability of fractures but depend greatly on the poly-morphological type [Klint et al., 2013].</td>
<td>Clay thickness data is available from borehole profiles. The till is 15 m thick. In order to model conservatively, we chose 10-15 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage conditions</td>
<td>The size and intensity of fractures in tills that overlay permeable deposits (well drained tills) are greater than in tills that overlay deposits with a low permeability (poorly drained tills) [Evans et al., 2006; Klint et al., 2013].</td>
<td>The till is well drained because a sandy aquifer is underlying it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redox boundary</td>
<td>Fracture density decreases across the transition between the oxidized and the underlying reduced till [Hendry, 1982; Jørgensen et al., 2003; Klint et al., 2013].</td>
<td>We know from the borehole profiles that the till is below the redox boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed fracture</td>
<td>Observations of fractures that cover the entire clay profile. If a fracture is observed, the clay till node will be in the state of fractured, regardless of the states of all other indicator nodes. If it is not observed, the state of the other indicators determine the outcome.</td>
<td>No fracture was observed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Results and discussion

To demonstrate the BBN method and illustrate how the beliefs in the different CSMs can be updated when more information becomes available, we start by using the data only from the screening investigation (Section 3.1.1) as evidence to update the nodes. We then use the information from the detailed investigations (Section 3.1.2) as additional evidence, and lastly incorporate the expert knowledge (Section 3.1.3) in the assessment.

5.1 Belief updating using data from the screening investigation

As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the screening investigations provided evidence for the following source phase-related indicators: the aqueous concentrations of PCE and TCE. By entering this as evidence in the network and specifying that no test, sample or observation are available for all the other indicator nodes (as shown in Figure 7), it is found that the probability of DNAPL being present in the source is 65%. If no data or information had been available, the probability would have been 100% no test.

The screening investigation also provided information on some of the clay till indicators, as described in Table 4. From the screening investigation it is known that: i) the till is well drained due to the underlying sandy aquifer; ii) the till is 15 meters thick; iii) the till is below the redox boundary; and iv) that fractures were not observed during the field investigation. By entering this information as evidence into the clay till network (as shown in Figure 8, where all the grey nodes are nodes where evidence from the screening investigation exists), beliefs of 42.5% and 57.5% for the presence and absence of fractures in the clay till, respectively, have been calculated. Combining the beliefs from the source phase network and the clay till network results in the weights shown in Table 5 for each of the CSMs. Thus, the available information from the screening investigations appears to favour the UN model slightly. The probabilities of the four models are fairly uniform,
suggesting that the available information at this stage, as expected, is rather weak and the degree of conceptual uncertainty is high.

5.2 Belief updating using data from the detailed investigations of the source phase

The detailed site investigation provided more information on the source phase. The MIP soundings were successful at determining the depths where the concentrations were elevated, indicating high concentrations of contamination on either side of borehole B2. In D4 (west of B2, map on Figure 2) 56 mg/kg TCE were reported, while 89 mg/kg PCE were found in D12 (east of B2). This was interpreted as evidence for the presence of two sources with different compositions, one mainly comprising of TCE and one of PCE. The PCE concentration changes the state of the PCE concentration soil node from less than 36 mg/kg, to between 36 mg/kg and 368 mg/kg. In addition, the MIPs strengthen our belief in the presence of a DNAPL phase, and we thus changed the MIP node to a state of 75 % DNAPL and 25 % Dissolved. The beliefs were assigned on account of the authors’ evaluation of the results.

The data from the detailed investigation (Section 3.1.2) resulted in an increase in the belief in a DNAPL source from 65 % to 70 %. By combining the updated belief in the source phase with the clay till beliefs from Section 5.1, the beliefs in the four CSMs are also updated, as shown in Table 6. After incorporating the information from the detailed investigations, the UN model is still favored and the belief in this is now more distinctive, with an increase from 37.4% to 40.2%.

5.3 Belief updating using expert knowledge as evidence

In a final step, the information from the expert consultation is used as evidence in the assessment of the CSMs. Based on the expert consultation, it is believed that the clay till is either basal till type B (80 %) or a glacitectonite (20 %). This is again entered as evidence into the network by changing the states of the till type node accordingly. Applying the expert knowledge (Section 3.1.3) increased
the belief in the presence of fractures in the clay till from 42.5 % to 61.3 %, resulting in a new set of CSM weights, as shown in Table 5. Because of the increased belief in fractures being present in the clay till, the favored model is now FN and it is more distinct compared to when only the initial and detailed site investigation data were incorporated.

**Table 5.** The weights (%) for the four models after the screening investigation, the detailed investigation of the site with MIP and soil samples, and after consulting an expert. The weight of the most likely model after each site investigation is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Screening investigation</th>
<th>Detailed investigation</th>
<th>Expert opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FN (Fractured and (D) NAPL)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td><strong>42.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN (Unfractured and (D) NAPL)</td>
<td><strong>37.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>40.2</strong></td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD (Fractured and Dissolved)</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD (Unfractured and Dissolved)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.4 Applicability of the developed BBN method

Above we have demonstrated how the BBN method can be applied to a contaminated site to systematically formulate a number of CSMs and then determine and update the beliefs in each of them using the available data and information. The method can thus explicitly assess the conceptual uncertainty at the site.

The use of the BBNs to assess the beliefs in individual conceptual models is promising, as it allows for integrating available quantitative data with qualitative information and expert opinion in a probabilistic assessment of the different models. In most cases, quantitative risk assessments of contaminated sites are based on very limited quantitative data (from screening investigations) and usually do not consider uncertainties. A method which allows for incorporating more qualitative information into the assessment, and is flexible with regards to data types and levels while accounting for uncertainties, is of practical interest and may help strengthen decision-making in situations where empirical data are lacking.
Formulating and using multiple CSMs for e.g. management of contaminated site will clearly result in more work and is more time consuming. We therefore have suggested and adopted a modular-type approach for formulating the different CSMs by systematically combining different uncertain conceptual elements. The graphical component of the BBN makes this process very transparent. Once a network has been developed for a given conceptual element (here: assessment of the presence of DNAPL and fractures), we believe it should be possible to transfer and apply such a network to other similar sites. A main challenge in developing a BBN for a given conceptual element is to formulate and agree on a suitable causative model structure, i.e. decide which nodes (variables) should be included, how many discrete state values each node should have and how the different nodes should be linked to each other. In this work, the structures of the BBNs were developed following an iterative process involving reviewing literature on DNAPL and clay tills, respectively, as well as meetings between the authors and other experts in the field. Another main challenge is the specification of the conditional probability tables for all of the child nodes in the network. The specification of CPTs can be done in various ways (e.g. from empirical data, existing models or expert consultation) and can be a very time-consuming process, especially where it involves a formal elicitation of expert opinions (e.g. as done in Stiber et al. [1999]). The developed BBN method allows for different predictive and/or diagnostic inference scenarios to be conducted based on observations. Predictive inference (information flows with the direction of the arrows as in the study site in this paper) can explore how changes in the beliefs/knowledge of one or more of the indicators influence the conceptual understanding at the site. With diagnostic inference scenarios (information flow against the direction of the arrows) it is possible to explore which conditions need to be met in order for a specific conceptual element to be confirmed or rejected. For example, if we wanted to investigate what data to collect to document that the clay till is fractured, then this information could be retrieved from the clay till network simply by specifying the state of the “Clay
till” node to 100% fractured. The BBN then performs a backward propagation to determine the updated beliefs of all other variables in the network. Such predictive and diagnostic inference scenarios, together with the fact that the method determines the beliefs in each CSM explicitly, can potentially be helpful for informing and directing future investigations at a site. For example, new investigations could be specifically targeted at confirming or rejecting one (or more) of the conceptual models, by use of diagnostic inference, to reduce the overall conceptual uncertainty at the site.

5.5 Method limitations and future developments

It is important to note that while the inclusion of multiple CSMs in the BBN method results in a more robust assessment, it does not mean that all conceptual uncertainty has been fully accounted for. In the end we can of course only include those models we are able to perceive and the results do therefore only represent a subset of all the possibilities. The number of feasible conceptual models may in principle be much larger, but an exhaustive inclusion of all potential models can quickly become impractical. This is a common problem in the multi-model and BMA related literature [e.g. Neumann, 2003; Elshall and Tsai, 2014]. In practice, this problem is typically overcome by considering and averaging over a manageable subset of the most parsimonious models in view of the knowledge about the system [Neuman, 2003; Rojas et al., 2008]. For simplicity and for demonstration purposes, only two elements of conceptual uncertainty have been considered here. Nevertheless, our four models have addressed the key questions of conceptualization that were found to be crucial at the site. Other factors that might be important to consider at the site could for instance include PCE and TCE degradation, sand lenses and/or the spreading of the contaminant to down-gradient receptors. The modular and systematic approach we use for formulating the CSMs would allow us to extend the network to include other conceptual elements. As noted previously, we could for example include the reductive dechlorination BBN presented in Stiber et al. [1999] as
an additional indicator network, in which case we would have three elements of conceptual uncertainty and a total of eight possible CSMs.

There is also the potential to further refine the developed BBNs to e.g. include more indicator variables and/or by consulting more experts, as well as to test and validate them against more evidence. The CPTs in the developed BBNs are currently based on a general assumption that the available data and information are rather limited. A future modification of the BBNs could be to extend the networks to explicitly account for the number and the quality of the available data at the site to give a better assessment of the strength of the field campaign. Also, for some of the nodes in the networks it might be possible to replace the use of a ‘No evidence’ state by specifying a prior belief distribution that reflects the average conditions for that node. For example, rather than using a ‘No evidence’ state for the ‘Till types’ node in the fracture network (Figure 8), it might be possible to specify a distribution of the different till types based on how typical they are for the considered region. In the absence of any site-specific information on clay till types, regional knowledge would be the best available information.

Both the development of the BBN structure and the specification of the CPTs in this study are based on a number of subjective choices, and hence the BBN largely reflects our perception of the processes occurring at the specific site. For more extensively investigated study sites, it might be possible to derive CPTs or even the structure directly from the data. However, site assessments with sparse data, like the one studied here will always be more subjective than those for well documented sites. This means that the model results will be sensitive to the subjective choices in both the CPTs and the BBN structure. While it is fairly straightforward to carry out sensitivity analyses of how strongly the different nodes in the network influence the inference results, given the structure and the CPTs (this can be done e.g. using Netica’s in-built sensitivity analysis tools), it
is more challenging to assess the influence of the subjectively chosen structure and the CPTs, and this is to our knowledge not something that is routinely done in the literature.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the structure of the BBN one option is to consult and elicit advice from multiple experts when developing the BBN and specifying the CPTs. Different modelers and experts may have different beliefs or even conflicting opinions about the same phenomenon. By eliciting and using the opinions from multiple experts, the specified probabilities in the CPTs could then be an ‘average’ reflection of the range of opinions offered or the opinions elicited from the multiple experts could be used to populate individual BBNs, each representing the opinion of an individual expert. The latter approach was for example used in the paper by Stiber et al. [1999], where 21 experts were asked to develop BBNs for the assessment of anaerobic dechlorination at TCE contaminated sites, resulting in 21 individual BBNs. In this study, we developed only a single model.

Finally, in this work we have focused entirely on using the BBN approach to assess the beliefs in a set of CSMs. Future work could look into coupling this approach with suitable fate and transport models to explicitly illustrate the impact of the conceptual uncertainty on e.g. a groundwater risk assessment. The developed BBNs could potentially also be of relevance in other contexts. For example, the BBN for assessing the presence of fractures could be incorporated into a groundwater vulnerability assessment method, such as DRASTIC [Aller et al., 1987] which considers seven geological and hydrogeological parameters including groundwater recharge and the impact of the geological unit above the aquifer, both of which will be strongly influenced by presence of fractures.
6 Conclusions

A Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) approach for assessing the conceptual uncertainty at a contaminated site has been presented. The proposed approach accounts for conceptual model uncertainty by incorporating multiple conceptual site models, each representing an alternative interpretation of the site settings, into a BBN. The BBN is subsequently used to determine the beliefs in each CSM using a variety of data from desktop studies and initial site investigations together with expert opinion. The formulation of the different CSMs is done systematically by combining different uncertain conceptual elements, a process which is made transparent due to the graphical feature of the BBN.

The method was demonstrated on a Danish study site contaminated with chlorinated ethenes. Four different CSMs were developed for this site by combining two source zone interpretations (presence or absence of NAPL-phase in the source zone) with two geological interpretations (presence or absence of fractures in the clay till). The four CSMs were implemented in a BBN, which was developed based on a wide range of information and data types including information from borehole profiles, chemical data from sampling of soil water and air, different tests for the presence of DNAPL (e.g. FLUTE, SUDAN IV, LIF/dye LIF), geological information including the impact of strain/deformation on the clay till, and expert opinion.

At the study site, data was available in three stages (a screening investigation, a detailed investigation, and an expert consultation). Using the developed BBN, the beliefs in each of the CSMs were assessed sequentially based on the information from the three investigation stages to explore how the belief in each CSM changed as more information became available. An increasing belief in both the presence of a separate DNAPL phase in the source zone and the presence of fully penetrating fractures in the clay till was found with the increasing amount of available information,
thus mainly supporting the CSM accounting for both a DNAPL source and a fractured clay (model FN).

The proposed BBN method has several advantages. It explicitly accounts for uncertainty and allows for incorporating both quantitative and qualitative information in the assessment of the different CSMs. It is flexible and easy to use, and can be used for both predictive and diagnostic inference scenarios. The method also allows for updating the beliefs in the CSMs when additional data has been collected. Because of these features, the method may be of both practical and scientific interest. For practitioners, the method might be particularly useful for risk assessments and to help direct site investigations and remedial actions.
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